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About This Game

Industrial VR is something new in the world of VR exploration and educational experiences. Combining an innovative
documentary-style approach with visuals powered by Unreal Engine 4, the game takes players deep inside the most intriguing

industrial facilities in the world. Players will go inside the pipes and through the machinery, a journey that would be impossible
in the real world.

How does a nuclear power plant work? What happens inside an oil rig? How does a hydropower plant/dam function? Industrial
VR will answer these questions and many more. The southwestern United States' Hoover Dam will be the first destination for

the series.

For the first time, you will be able to go inside and experience for yourself the inner workings of mankind’s most impressive
engineering accomplishments. You will see into the heart of technological feats with the highest level of access imaginable. This

is Industrial VR.
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Title: IndustrialVR - Hoover Dam
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IndustrialVR LLC
Publisher:
IndustrialVR LLC
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-6400

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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industrial vr hoover dam

The TEW series has been the standard for all wrestling booker games. It has no real graphical qualities to speak of but in terms
of depth and immersion, it's unrivaled (quite literally!)

+ Incredible depth of customization. Create an entire world of wrestling with it's own history or use a developed mod
+ Deep game engine that simulates booking and pro wrestling really well.
+ Easy to use editor
+ Some brilliant stories develop as you play the game which gives it its own life.
+ New multi player support is good!
+ Cheap as chips!
+ There's no other games like it (that are any good)

- Ugly as sin
- In places REALLY counter intuitive
- Picky and fiddly controls
- A somewhat old game
- This is more personal taste but I've never gotten on with the default Cornellverse.

11/10 stiff lariats to the face! LARIATO!. REALLY enjoying playing this physics puzzler. The concept is to simply reach the
exit door using the available objects, buttons & switches in each level. Not too difficult to solve- tho I'm only on level 6\/30 &
expect the difficulty to increase... Simple but effective 3D graphics here. And the same price as a bar of chocolate.
RECOMMENDED for puzzlers.. Well beat a campaign first 2 days after launch thought the game was ok.
Lot better now and i will give them this they have continuously and in reasonable time updated adding new features and
improvemnts creating a better level of complexity to game.
result well worth a replay. This game heavily reminded me of Puzzle Quest, just with a card related twist (which is a very very
good thing). I would pick it up becasue it relates to casual and hardcore tastes at the same time without sacficing gameplay for
either group. It's great for long and short playtimes and I wish the game was selling much better than it probably has. Overall,
pick it up. You shouldn't regret it!. Pros
-Fun story (the fact that it's a LEGO game, it's easier to suspend your disbelief)
-Humour is good for both kids and adults (Some fun references, and jokes that adults will get along with classic LEGO humour
that kids will enjoy.
-Very replayable (gold bricks, collecting all the studs, and red bricks)
-Long story

Cons:
-Non skipable cutscenes

Score:
9\/10
Fun.. I'll be honest, I like many aspects of this game. I love the atmosphere it creates and the story it's trying to tell. The reason I
don't reccomend this game is because it struggles a lot with basic things- the controls are clunky, combat is difficult (although
the aspect of only having a few bullets is interesting), and saving your game requires trekking all the way back to your bunker.
Bottom line, this game is supposed to be about making hard choices and saving people; yet it seems you can't even make the
choice until you've explored everywhere and completed every challenge- neither of which are easy to do because of the less-than-
smooth controls. This game has a lot of potential and I would definitely play a revised edition or a sequel, but unfortunately
there are too many issues with the mechanics of the game for me to reccomend it right now.. This game best hide seek ever yes.
pretty solid platformer. After putting a few hours in this mod, I personally like the idea and the setting of the mod. However, it
has major flaws in that it crashes quite often. The infantry are also too mushy imo as when a vehicle enters the game, you or the
enemy (depending on who has that vehicle, is screwed, unless you have a vehicle yourself.) Like the concept, but the bugs and
problems that come with it bothers me.
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The first arc of the game was very cool , but then , that´s all there is.The game is like plant vs zombies with some cool powers ,
skill , ....However the progression is very slow and the grinding unbereable.You will have to do the same level hundreds of times
to advance even on easy.That game would be better if:
-progress was faster
-I did not have to pause the game every 2 secs.That kills the imersion and every level takes hours.
-Your spirits did not die with one hit.In plants vs zombies each plant takes some seconds to get eaten,Here it´s 0.01 secs

Not a bad game , but it takes a lifetime of grinding to advance. No motion sicknes at all like other people are saying, but this is
one of the most boring VR apps in the world with just a few static environments that not even true Deus Ex fans would want to
bother with.

I give this game "Nobody asked for this" out of "I never asked for this", what a boring waste of internet bandwidth :^(. This
game is awesome! is cheap and is awesome. Keep it up! I'm sure this game will be successful soon.. This game promotes
segragation and racism...and we all aready know video gaems are violence!

simple-minded hatred dots\/ 10. A very challenging MOBA. I enjoyed playing this game for a good while. I like how each stage
gets more challenging and think its pretty good considering the price. I ran into a few glitches but overall it worked fairly good
to where I still enjoyed it. I definately recommend this game to any person who wants a different MOBA game to play with for
a couple of hours or longer on multiplayer.. I remembered playing this game when I was a kid and having fun on my PS1. I don't
remember it being as buggy, though. Not small bugs, but pretty big ones. Like people disappearing when you get relatively close
to them.. one of my first cod games. while it has some flaws it still is a ton of fun to hop on and play some matches here and
there, spec ops missions are fun, the campaign is iconic, and there are still is a community playing!

Hoover Dam released on Steam!:
Please leave your review and let us know your thoughts!
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